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I. RECENT FTC AND DOJ
CHALLENGES TO MERGERS
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Antitrust Enforcement Agencies More
Demanding in Seeking Effective Remedies
“We’re not motivated by getting a trophy of another settlement. That’s really what people should
take away from our recent decisions. Not all deals are fixable.”
(David Gelfand, Deputy Assistant Attorney-General, DOJ, Antitrust Division)

 Recent challenges emphasize need to assess potential antitrust risks early and plan
accordingly
– Do parties need contingency plan for remedy offer?
– If so, what is a viable remedy package?
•

What will antitrust enforcement agencies realistically accept?

•

What will the buyer find acceptable while preserving the value of the transaction?

– Ensure transaction agreement addresses different scenarios

 Critical Questions in Evaluating Divestiture Proposals
– Is the asset package sufficient to replace lost competition?
– Is the divestiture buyer likely to be a successful steward of the divested assets?

 Antitrust enforcement agencies put increasing emphasis on divestitures that offer a
complete stand-alone business – and not a patchwork of assets

 Buyer up-front more the norm; which can delay the overall transaction
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Case Study: Halliburton Proposed
Acquisition of Baker Hughes
 Alleged Relevant Market
–

23 different markets related to oilfield services and products in the United States

 Parties Proposal
–

Divest mix of assets from Halliburton’s Sperry Drilling and drill bits businesses and Baker Hughes’ completions and cementing
businesses

–

Non-exclusive licensing of certain IP rights and some personnel related to wireline business

–

But had not entered into an asset purchase agreement

 DOJ Response
–

“[U]nlikely to replicate the competition that would be lost as a result of the proposed merger”

–

Proposal would not transfer intact businesses to the buyer
•

For example, divestiture would require separating onshore and offshore assets, requiring need to divide facilities, R&D, intellectual
property, and personnel

•

Would require the division of hundreds of facilities across the world used by the divestiture assets

•

Hundreds of contracts cannot be assigned without consent of counterparties

•

Would require numerous support agreements leaving the divestiture buyer dependent upon one of its biggest competitors to operate
successfully

•

Retain more valuable assets for itself, while divesting less valuable assets

 Result
–

Parties abandoned transaction after DOJ sued to block it
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Case Study: Proposed Merger of Staples
and Office Depot
 Alleged Relevant Market
– Sale and distribution in the United States of consumable office supplies to large B-to-B customers

 Parties Proposal
– Assign B-to-B contracts with diversity vendors to wholesaler Essendant

 FTC Response
– Contracts consisted of short-term partnerships, customer contracts, and transition services; as
contracts expire, customers could choose the combined Staples/Office Depot rather than continuing
to use Essendant – Essendant would retain no assets
– Essendant did not currently sell directly to B-to-B customers and was not a current competitor
– FTC uncertain Essendant could provide services to B-to-B customers on “day one”
– Essendant would have to rely on Staples for transition services

 Result
– Parties abandoned merger after U.S. District court issued preliminary injunction
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Case Study: Sysco Proposed Acquisition of
U.S. Foods
 Alleged Relevant Market
– National Broadline Distribution

 Parties Proposal
– Sell 11 of 61 U.S. Foods distribution centers to Performance Food Group Co. (regional
broadline distributor)

 FTC Response
– Even with proposed divestiture, “PFG would still pale in comparison to both the current
US Foods and the merged Sysco/US Foods” on market share, number and location of
distribution centers, warehouse capacity, product breadth, and size of sales forces and
truck fleets
– PFG would not be able to replicate competition for national customers eliminated by the
proposed merger because of gaps in distribution network, less product breadth, capacity
constraints

 Result
– Parties abandoned merger after U.S. District Court issued preliminary injunction
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Case Study: Comcast Proposed Acquisition
of Time Warner Cable
 Parties Proposal
– Comcast negotiated deal with Charter Communications to sell 1.4 million Time
Warner Cable customers
– Comcast planned to spin off a new publicly traded company that would serve
another 2.5 million existing Comcast customers (Charter would take a 33% stake
in company)
– Swap 1.6 million Time Warner Cable customers with 1.6 million Charter Customers

 DOJ Response
– Told parties that “it had significant concerns that the merger would make Comcast
an unavoidable gatekeeper for Internet-based services that rely on a broadband
connection to reach consumers.”

 Result
– Parties abandoned proposed transaction after DOJ expressed concerns
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Case Study: ABI Acquisition of Grupo
Modelo
 Alleged Relevant Market
– Beer in the United States

 Parties Proposal
– Sell interest in Crown Imports LLC (distributor of Modelo beers into U.S.) to 50% owner Constellation
Brands, Inc.
– Enter into a 10-year supply agreement to provide Modelo beers to Constellation to import into the U.S.

 DOJ Response
– Without brewing assets, Modelo brands would be eliminated as an independent competitive force in the U.S.
beer market

 Result
– Divestiture of Modelo’s entire U.S. business to Constellation, including newest, most technologically
advanced brewery, perpetual and exclusive licenses of Modelo beer brands, Modelo’s interest in Crown
– Commitment from Constellation to expand brewery
– Interim supply and transition service agreements between ABI and Constellation
– “As a result, Constellation will fully replace Modelo as a competitor in the United States.”
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Heightened Scrutiny of Divestiture Buyers
 Hertz Acquisition of Dollar Thrifty
– Required to divest Advantage Rent a Car brand
– Former CEO of Advantage warned that new owners lacked industry know-how
– Advantage declared bankruptcy four months after divestiture

 Albertsons / Safeway Merger
– Required to divest 168 stores
– Sold 148 stores to Haggen, a regional supermarket chain (going from 18 locations
to 166 stores)
– Haggen filed for bankruptcy within less than a year, and slated 100 stores for
closure
– Albertsons re-acquired some of the divested stores

 Increased scrutiny of divestiture buyers may add more time to divestiture
sale process and overall transaction timeline
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Take-Aways from Recent Transactions
 Remedy must restore competition and replace the “competitive intensity
lost as a result of the merger”
 Will the asset package be sufficient to replace lost competition?
– Can the divestiture buyer be successful on “day one” with the divested assets?
• Does the divestiture package consist of a standalone business or a patchwork of assets?
• How much reliance on merging parties does divestiture require?
• May need to include assets from outside the relevant market to remedy potential
anticompetitive effect

 Is the buyer financially viable to maintain divested assets?
– Does the buyer have the financial capability and resources to maintain or restore
competition?
– Does the buyer have the industry know-how to operate the divested assets?
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II. FTC AND DOJ FOCUS WHEN EVALUATING
DIVESTITURE PACKAGES
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IS THE DIVESTITURE AN EFFECTIVE REMEDY?
 Does the divestiture address the alleged anticompetitive
effects presented by the transaction?
 The divestiture should replicate the competition existing in the premerger environment.

 Is the remedy sufficient?
 Will the remedy endure?

klgates.com
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IS THE DIVESTITURE SUFFICIENT?
 Will the acquirer of the divested business be of sufficient size
and strength to constrain the merging parties’ prices postmerger?
 Will customers view the acquirer of the divestiture package as
a legitimate competitive alternative?
 Does the divestiture package include everything the acquirer
will need to replicate the lost competition?

klgates.com
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SUFFICIENCY OF THE COMPETITIVE CONSTRAINT
 The DOJ / FTC will examine whether the divested business will be of
sufficient size and strength to constrain the merging parties’ prices postmerger
 Are one of the two parties’ compete autonomous businesses being divested?
 Will the acquirer continue to have incentives to compete aggressively?

 Capacity?
 Are there any factors preventing the buyer from taking significant new
business away from the merging parties?
 Marketing?
 Salesforce?

klgates.com
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WILL CUSTOMERS VIEW THE BUYER AS
A LEGITIMATE COMPETITOR?
 Customer relationships
 Employees with important customer relationships may need to join
the newly formed entity

 Service and quality
 New untested market participants may not be perceived by customers
as offering quality products or superior services

 Reputation
 Reputation is intangible and difficult to transfer
 Assistance from the merging parties may be required to confirm the
buyer’s capabilities until a reputation is established

klgates.com
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DOES THE DIVESTITURE PACKAGE INCLUDE
EVERYTHING THE ACQUIRER WILL NEED?
 Autonomous business
 Does it rely on anything remaining within control of the parent
company to be effective?

 Asset transfer
 DOJ /FTC will carefully examine whether the divesture includes every
asset needed to replicate competition
 The parties need to show why a set of assets short of a complete
autonomous business need not be transferred
 Detailed integration plan is key

 Employees
 Strong concern regarding intangible loss of “know how”

klgates.com
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WILL THE DIVESTED BUSINESS ENDURE
 Autonomous businesses are more likely to endure
 Financing
 Extraordinarily high scrutiny of financial strength
 Post Albertsons, agencies are unwilling to accept any risk
of similar failures
 FTC / DOJ will scrutinize balance sheet and available credit

 Incentives to continue to compete into the future
 Profitability
 Growth potential

klgates.com
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III. Assets to be Included in Divestiture Packages

What Assets Need to be Included?
Theory of the Case
 Divestiture package requires careful thought about the theory of the case
 What is the theory of harm?
 What is the competitive dynamic?


Between the merging parties



In the market generally

 Is the concern in local markets, or on a national scale?

squirepattonboggs.com
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What Assets Need to be Included?
Some Basic Principles
 What standard to apply


Sufficient to remedy anticompetitive effect?



Sufficient to preserve status quo ante?

 Preference for an in-tact business unit


Risk associated with package of assets that have not previously competed as a
business



No track record to look to



Agencies increasingly unwilling to take the risk of an unproven combination of assets

squirepattonboggs.com
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What Assets Need to be Included?
Scope of Divestiture
 Salability


What will buyers demand?

 Separability


To what degree are divested assets intertwined with other assets?

 Does package need to include assets beyond relevant market?


Additional assets required to permit core divested business to compete effectively?

squirepattonboggs.com
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What Assets Need to be Included?
Scope of Divestiture
 Impact on merged firm


Will required scope of divestiture undermine benefits to be obtained in the merger?



Will divestiture render combined firm a less effective competitor?

 Who is the buyer?


Acceptable scope partly a function of the purchaser



Established competitor?



New entrant?
• Completely new entrant?
• New to this geography?
• New to this line of business?

squirepattonboggs.com
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What Assets Need to be Included?
Degrees of Risk
 Few “black and white” answers
 In all of these issues, there are degrees of risk
 Agencies appear to be increasingly reluctant to take risk that divestiture will
“work”


Related issue: Increasing skepticism of merger-specific efficiencies

squirepattonboggs.com
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IV. CHARACTERISTICS OF AN
ACCEPTABLE BUYER
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Characteristics of an Acceptable Buyer
 No one-size-fits all approach – depends on the relevant market and other competitive
dynamics
 Does the buyer have the financial capability and resources to maintain or restore
competition?
– Robust business plan for divested assets
– Strong financial viability to execute on the business plan

– Management plan
– Future plans to invest in business
– Plans for struggling assets

 Is the buyer an experienced market participant or a new entrant?
 Does the buyer have the industry know-how to operate the divested assets?

 How entangled with or dependent on the merging parties is the divestiture buyer?
 Is the divestiture buyer incentivized to succeed (especially in R&D divestitures that
depend on future activity)?
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CASE STUDY: TEVA ACQUISITION OF ALLERGAN
 Teva divested 42 generic product lines worth $652 million to Mayne
Pharma
 Largest ever divestiture of generic pharmaceutical assets

 Mayne was a relatively small player in the generic pharma industry
 The transaction doubled the size of the company
 FTC was unfamiliar with Mayne

 Intense scrutiny by FTC Compliance Division lasting six months





Virtually no contingencies on deal financing
Extensive review of Mayne’s balance sheet and credit lines
Review of financial modeling on every product
Required signed negotiated agreements with contract manufacturers prior to
approval by the Commission
 Extensive and detailed integration plans submitted to the FTC
klgates.com
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CASE STUDY: TEVA ACQUISITION OF ALLERGAN
 High burden on the merging parties and the
purchaser to establish acceptability
 Extreme sensitivity to the failure of the Albertson’s
remedy
 A relatively small or little known market participant
can nevertheless be qualified as an acceptable buyer

klgates.com
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